Exmark turf tracer parts diagram

Quick Links. See also: Operator's Manual. For Serial Nos. Exmark mfg. Page 2 Replacements
may be ordered through the engine manufacturer. Exmark reserves the right to make changes
or add improvements to its products at any time without incurring any obligation to make such
changes to products manufactured previously. Exmark, or its distributors and dealers, accept
no responsibility for variations which may be evident in the actual specifications of its products
and the statements and descriptions contained in this publication. Page 3 UPS, Exmark bills the
distributor for parts and shipping charges, where applicable. The customer pays for the part
and freight if it is shipped under the Exmark Parts Plus and if it arrives in accordance to the
program. This product has been carefully designed and manufactured to give you a maximum
amount of dependability and years of trouble-free operation. Page 5: Table Of Contents 1. PAGE
1. Page 6: Safety MAY result in minor or moderate injury. Familiarize yourself with the controls
and the proper use of the equipment. Page 7 1. A fire or explosion from gasoline can burn you,
others, and cause property damage. Debris, such as leaves, grass, brush, etc. Page 10 See
inside the back cover to determine the approximate slope angle of the area to be mowed.
Progressively greater care is needed as the slope increases. Always avoid sudden starting or
stopping on a slope. If tires lose traction, disengage the blades and proceed slowly off the
slope. Be aware that loss of traction may occur going downhill. Keep all others away from
mower during operation. Page Riding Attachments 1. The use of other than Exmark riding
attachments may create a hazardous condition resulting in injury. Page Specifications 2. In
countries using the research method, it should be a 90 octane minimum. Page Deck 2. Page 18
3. Wash hands after handling. The machine is shipped with a filled lead acid battery. Page 19
NOTE: If the positive cable is also disconnected, connect the positive red cable to the positive
terminal on the battery first, then connect the negative black cable to the negative terminal on
the battery. Reinstall battery cover. NOTE: If time does not permit charging the battery, or if
charging equipment is not available, connect the negative battery cables and run the vehicle
continuously for 20 to 30 minutes to sufficiently charge the battery. Loosen jam nut and remove
turnbuckle from lower linkage. Screw turnbuckle onto both upper and lower linkages
simultaneously. Note that threads on upper linkage are left hand. See 5. Page 21 This will give
an approximate setting for drive lever linkages; you will need to refer to Section 5. For recoil
start models: Route the long unattached portion of the wiring harness up the left handle and
under the console. Page Operation Instructions 4. NOTE: After starting the engine and engaging
the hydro drive, if either of the drive wheels acts sluggish or will not rotate at all, stop engine
and refer to Section 5. Page 23 4. To engage the blades, push the lever forward, or away from
the operator, until the linkage locks over-center. To disengage the blades, pull the lever to the
rear, or towards the operator. Page Pre-Start 4. The cold start kit is used to ease the starting of
the unit in cold weather or when the unit has not been operated for a period of time. If the
engine does not start, allow a 60 second starter cool-down period between starting attempts.
Failure to follow these guidelines can burn out the starter motor. Note: The park brake must be
disengaged before the speed control lever is moved out of neutral or the engine will kill. Slowly
squeeze and hold both drive levers in the neutral position and move both neutral lock latches
from the neutral lock position. Also, contact with the blade could occur. DO NOT lubricate the
threads of the bolt or spindle before assembly. Page 30 Check safety interlock system. When
either the PTO is engaged, or the speed control lever is not in neutral and both hands are
removed from the handles, the mower engine MUST stop. Page 31 Service Interval: After First
hrs, then yearly thereafter. Note: Use only Exmark Part No. Refer to 2. Turn filter clockwise until
rubber seal contacts the filter adapter. Do not tighten yet. Fill reservoir as stated in Section 5.
Make sure engine is not running. Lift charge pump housing upward and wait for a steady flow of
oil to flow out from under housing. Page 34 Engage PTO lever. Look through the round hole in
the left rear corner of the engine deck to inspect blade clutching belt tension. Page 35 Stop
engine and wait for all moving parts to stop. Remove ignition key or spark plug wire s. Remove
cooling shrouds from engine and clean cooling fins. Also clean dust, dirt, and oil from external
surfaces of engine, which can cause improper cooling. Page Adjustments 5. To preserve
optimum battery performance and life, recharge batteries in storage when the open circuit
voltage drops to Adjustment in the length of the rear deck support assemblies may be
necessary. If one side is longer than 6. See Figure Tighten locknut against turnbuckle. Indicator
Align Bolt to Indicator Page 39 Adjust Neutral Control Linkages 1. Raise the rear of the machine
up onto jack stands high enough to raise the drive wheels off of the ground. Start the engine
and move the throttle ahead to the full throttle position. Recheck the left drive wheel rotation to
see if further adjustment is necessary - be sure the speed control lever is in the neutral position.
Page Waste Disposal 3. Make this adjustment for both sides. Tracking Adjustment 1. Stop
engine and wait for all moving parts to stop. Raise the rear of the machine, remove jack stands
and carefully lower the machine to the ground. Check the drive tire pressure and tire

circumference. Page Battery Disposal 6. If it does not start, contact your authorized Exmark
service dealer. For example, starting problems could be caused by an empty fuel tank. Page
Wiring Diagram 8. Page Hydraulic Diagram 9. Page Warranty in the exercise of our reasonable
discretion to be defective in factory materials or workmanship. This warranty applies to Exmark
turf equipment sold in the US or Canada. This warranty may only be assigned or transferred to a
second or third owner by an authorized Exmark dealer. Show all Ttkac Ttkaec Ttkaec. Print page
1 Print document 48 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. When it comes to eXmark parts 'Nobody does it
better' than Messicks. Belts, blades, filters and more are all in stock and ready to ship so you
can stay up and running. We're located 15 minutes away from an eXmark parts distribution
center. Anything we don't have in stock will be on its way very shortly. Our website has online
diagrams of most eXmark models. Enter your model number to see the complete breakdown for
your machine. We're available at or email parts messicks. What you may think of as a Lazer Z is
actually some variation of 'LZ28KC' Check the model plate on your mower to locate the model
and serial to use on our website. Our products are all OEM parts unless otherwise noted. Going
the extra mile to serve the customer is our company policy. Parts Hotline. We're Open - Covid19
Impact. Online Parts. Please enter a search term of at least 3 characters! About Messicks
eXmark Parts Service. Enter your part number for pictures, pricing, and availability. Learn about
Exmark's durable commercial mowers. Get long-lasting performance and the Exmark signature
quality of cut. Learn about the importance of Exmark's custom-developed mower engines. See
how they make all the difference in a machine. Close Subscribe. Contact Us. Print Page. Email
Messicks. By virtually any measure, the Turf Tracer X-Series represents the definitive,
full-featured hydro mower. Ground speeds up to 6. Recent university tests showed landscape
professionals prefer our control system to all others on the market. Side discharge standard,
with molded discharge chute and option to bag or mulch. This series comes standard with
heavy-duty canister air filtration systems for longer engine life, more efficient performance and
simple maintenance. The aerodynamically designed deck, baffles and blades create airflow
patterns that circulate leaves and grass for repeated cuttings and even dispersal deep into the
turf. Mulching baffles also keep the underside clean, which reduces grass buildup and
clumping. The infinitely adjustable blocker door opens and closes, allowing the operator to
quickly control discharge when mowing around parked cars and windows. Easily installs and
removes without tools. Protect your zero-turn mower from the elements with this sturdy,
waterproof cover. Its elastic opening provides a secure, snug fit. Customize your property with
consistent and professional striping using a smooth operating roller design. Installs quickly,
using existing mounting points, and easily adjusts for varying cutting height settings. Does not
affect your ability to get up and over curbs. Use the features below to find Exmark operator and
parts manuals. If you do not find what you are looking for or have questions, please contact
customer service at Mower Deck Widths: 52" 60". Patented Enhanced Control System ECS
Recent university tests showed landscape professionals prefer our control system to all others
on the market. Propane An eco-friendly, lower cost fuel reduces operating expenses versus
typical gas-powered mowers. Superior Air Filtration This series comes standard with
heavy-duty canister air filtration systems for longer engine life, more efficient performance and
simple maintenance. Clutch Performance A large-capacity, electromagnetic PTO clutch
provides excellent durability for extra-long life. Power Components. Turf Tracer X-Series
Accessories. Micro-Mulch System The aerodynamically designed deck, baffles and blades
create airflow patterns that circulate leaves and grass for repeated cuttings and even dispersal
deep into the turf. Operator Controlled Discharge Hand The infinitely adjustable blocker door
opens and closes, allowing the operator to quickly control discharge when mowing around
parked cars and windows. Equipment Cover Protect your zero-turn mower from the elements
with this sturdy, waterproof cover. Anti Scalp Roller Kit Provides maximum protection from
scalping in tough terrain. Turf Striping Kit Customize your property with consistent and
professional striping using a smooth operating roller design. Commercial 2 Year. Look Up
Product Manuals. The jacks small engines newsletter. Exmark parts diagrams sn and below and
prior models sn Exmark turf tracer parts diagram. Turf tracer hp lawn mower pdf manual
download. The walk behind that is miles ahead of the competition. Exmark exploded view parts
lookup by model. Ttkac ttkaec ttkac ttkaec ttkac ttkac ttkac ttkaec ttkaec. Exmark mower
operators manual. Find the right replacement parts built for your exmark mower. Exmark turf
tracer walk behind mowers 44 pages summary of contents for exmark turf tracer hp page 1 if
additional information is needed or should you require trained mechanic service contact your
authorized exmark equipment dealer or distributor. These mowers were first made in and are
still made today. If you do not find what you are looking for or have questions please contact
customer service at Use the features below to find exmark operator and parts manuals. Without

exmark original parts on your mower or turf management equipment it s not an exmark
machine. Belt diagram lookup. Exmark gets it exactly right every time. Exmark turf tracer parts
lookup by model search for your exmark model enter your exmark model number below. Parts
lookup for exmark power equipment is simpler than ever. Complete exploded views of all the
major manufacturers. Find product manuals for exmark mowers and lawn care equipment from
and before. Exmark repair parts and parts diagrams for exmark ttscka exmark 36 turf tracer s
series walk behind mower kawasaki sn. View and download exmark turf tracer hp operators
manual online. The best any aftermarket company can do is get it almost right. We would like to
show you a description here but the site wont allow us. The exmark turf tracer s series is made
with a kohler or kawasaki engine and powers a 36 a 48 or a 52 deck. Click the search button to
see more results. Exmark parts lookup by model search for your exmark model enter your
exmark model number below. Exmark turf tracer parts diagrams propane. Posting Komentar.
Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel
1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Quick
Links. Page 2 Replacements may be ordered through the engine manufacturer. Exmark reserves
the right to make changes or add improvements to its products at any time without incurring
any obligation to make such changes to products manufactured previously. Page 3:
Introduction All Exmark parts are thoroughly tested and inspected before leaving the factory,
however, attention is required on your part if you are to obtain the fullest measure of
satisfaction and performance. Page 7 Safety Operation damage and make repairs before
restarting and operating the mower. Operating engine parts, especially the muffler, â€”
Whenever you leave the mower. Loss of control in these areas. Page 9 Failure to use original
Exmark parts could cause serious injury or death. Replace all parts including, but not limited to,
tires, belts, and blades with original Exmark Page 11 Safety 48 inch and 52 inch Decks Only
Electric Start Page 12 Safety Manual Start â€” â€” â€” Page 13 Safety â€” Page Park Brake Lever
Operation Park Brake Lever transportation to and from the job sites, and when the machine will
not be used for a few days. Located on the left side of the unit above the hydraulic tank. Start
engine. Refer to the following guidelines for further starting suggestions. Fill fuel tank on level
ground. Page 21 Operation Driving in Reverse To move rearward in a straight line, squeeze
drive levers into the reverse position. To turn left or right, squeeze the right hand drive lever to
turn left and the left hand drive lever to turn right. Stop the machine and move the drive levers
to the neutral lock position. Disengage the PTO. Engage the park brake. Page Transporting
Operation Figure 9 1. Spring disc washer 3. Front right anti-scalp 4. Page Maintenance
Maintenance Maintenance Note: Determine the left and right sides of the machine from the
normal operating position. Touching a hot made, someone could start the engine. Exmark
4-Cycle Premium used for charging the battery has an output of Engine Oil is recommended;
refer to the Engine 16 volts and 7 amps or less to avoid damaging Owner's manual for an
acceptable alternative. Page Check Mower Blades Always install the original Exmark blades,
blade bushings, and blade bolts as shown. Also, contact with the blade could occur. Never
operate the lawn mower unless you install a mulch plate, discharge deflector, or grass
collection system. Page Check For Loose Hardware 1. Stop engine, wait for all moving parts to
stop, and to remove. Before the new filter is installed, remove key. Engage parking brake.
Visually inspect machine for any loose hardware Engine Oil on the surface of the rubber seal.
Page Check Tire Pressures 2. Lubricate fittings with NGLI grade 2 remove cap. Oil level should
be to the top of the multi-purpose gun grease. If not, add oil. Replace hydraulic reservoir and
lubrication schedule. Use adequate jack stands or equivalent support. Note: Use only Exmark
Part No. Thoroughly clean the area around each of the system is between the oil reservoir and
each charge pump housings. Page Adjustments Maintenance Adjustments Adjust the threaded
yoke at the bottom of the speed control linkage see Figure 16 until the Note: Disengage PTO,
shut off engine, wait for tabs are positioned correctly. Page Adjust Hydro Control Linkages
Maintenance to be held down and the park brake must be disengaged whenever speed control
levers are moved out of the neutral position. Loosen the front nut on left hydro control linkage
as shown in Figure Recheck the drive wheel rotation to see if further adjustment is necessary.
Tracking Adjustment 4. System Area 1. Stop engine and wait for all moving parts to stop.
Remove ignition key or Service Interval: Before each use or daily spark plug wire s. Page Clean
Debris From Machine Maintenance Clean Debris From Machine If a battery is being replaced or
if the unit containing the battery is no longer operating and is being Service Interval: Before
each use or daily scrapped, take the battery to a local certified recycling center. Page
Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Important: It is essential that all operator
safety mechanisms be connected and in proper operating condition prior to mower use. When a
problem occurs, do not overlook the simple causes. For example: starting problems could be
caused by an empty fuel tank. The following table lists some of the common causes of trouble.

Engine load is excessive 1. Reduce the ground speed. Oil level in the crankcase is low. Add oil
to the crankcase. Cooling fins and air passages for the 3. Page 43 Schematics Hydraulic
Diagram Page 44 No Claim of breach of warranty shall be cause for cancellation or rescission of
the contract of sale of any Exmark mower. All warranty work must be performed by an
authorized Exmark Service Dealer using Exmark approved replacement All implied warranties of
merchantability that the parts. Page 47 Figure 21 This page may be copied for personal use. The
maximum slope you can safely operate the machine on is 20 degrees. Use the slope indicator to
determine the degree of slope of hills before operating. Do Not operate this machine on a slope
greater than 20 degrees. Fold along the appropriate line to match the recommended slope. This
manual is also suitable for: Turf tracer ttska Turf tracer ttskaca Turf tracer ttska Turf tracer
ttskaca Turf tracer ttska Turf tracer ttskae Show all Turf tracer ttskae Print page 1 Print
document 48 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Operator's Manual.
Exmark mfg. Exmark reserves the right to make changes or add improvements to its products at
any time without incurring any obligation to make such changes to products manufactured
previously. Exmark, or its Page 3 3. Exmark being unable to ship the part and the Exmark parts
order is received by p. If the part does not arrive overnight due to the shipper UPS , the shipper
pays for the freight and Exmark pays for the part. Page 4 If additional information is needed, or
should you require trained mechanic service, contact your authorized Exmark equipment dealer
or distributor. All Exmark equipment dealers and distributors are kept informed of the latest
methods of servicing and are equipped to provide prompt and efficient service in the field or at
their service stations. PAGE 1. Familiarize yourself with the controls and the proper use of the
equipment. A fire or explosion from gasoline can burn you, others, and cause property damage.
Always have safety shields, guards, switches, and other devices in place and in proper working
condition. The use of other than Exmark riding attachments may create a hazardous condition
resulting in injury. Page Safety Signs Apply only to a clean, dry surface. Smooth to remove any
air bubbles. They are critical to the safe operation of your Exmark commercial mower. Page
Specifications 2. Page Tires 2. Smooth Ply Rating Page Torque Requirements 2. Blade Mounting
Bolt Anti-Scalp Roller Bolts Engine Mounting Bolts Wheel Lug Nuts Page 16 NOTE: Place spring
washer cone side against bolt head cupped side away from head and install to inside of engine
deck as shown in Figure 1. Install with whizlock nuts to the outside of the support frame.
Tighten until spring washers are flat. Page 17 FIG. Disconnect the battery cables negative black
cable first and remove battery. Page 18 3. Fill until halfway between top of separators and
bottom of vent well. If battery acid level has fallen, refill to level above plates. Page Operation
Instructions 4. These levers individually control the speed and direction of each drive wheel.
When the speed control lever is moved out of the neutral position and the neutral lock latches
are moved into the drive position, as shown in Figure 4, and the drive levers are released, the
drive wheels are engaged in the forward direction. Page Pre-Start 4. The throttle is used to
control engine speed. Moving the throttle control forward will increase engine speed and
moving it to the rear will decrease engine speed. Page Transporting 4. Page 25 5. Check with
engine cool. Clean area around dipstick. Remove dipstick and wipe oil off. Reinsert the dipstick.
DO NOT screw into place. Remove dipstick and check oil level. Page 27 Service Interval: After
First hrs, then yearly thereafter. Refer to Section 2. Page 28 Fill reservoir to top of baffle as
stated in Section 5. Page 29 Thoroughly clean the area around each of the charge pump
housings. Make sure engine is not running. Lift the charge pump housing upward and wait for a
steady flow of oil to flow out from under the housing. Caster Wheel Bearings Daily 2. Caster
Pivots Daily 3. Idler Pivots Mower Deck Weekly 4. Idler Pivot Pump Drive Weekly 5. Page
Adjustments Square head setscrews on Hydro pump control arms. Shoulder bolts in ends of
speed control crank. OPC lever setscrews. Electric clutch retaining bolt. Pump drive idler pivot
bolt. Page 32 Adjust anti-scalp rollers for Normal Operating Conditions. Place rollers in one of
the positions shown in Fig. For Maximum Deck Flotation, place rollers one hole position lower.
Page 33 Note: The OPC levers must be held down whenever the speed control lever is out of the
neutral position or the engine will kill. Squeeze the respective drive lever until an increased
resistance is felt; this is where neutral should be. Make sure you have not reached the end of
the neutral lock latch slot. Page 34 After adjusting the left hydro control linkage, move the
speed control lever to the mid-speed position and then back to the neutral position. Recheck
the left drive wheel rotation to see if further adjustment is necessary - be sure the speed control
lever is in the neutral position. Page Trouble Shooting 4. If the unit tracks to one side or the
other, turn the quick track knob. If it does not start, contact your authorized Exmark service
dealer. For example, starting problems could be caused by an empty fuel tank. Page Hydraulic
Schematic 7. Page Wiring Diagrams 8. Page Warranty The Exmark turf equipment, including any
defective part, must be returned to an authorized Exmark service dealer within the warranty

period. The warranty shall extend to cost to repair or replace as determined by Exmark the
defective part, including labor. The expense of delivering the mower to the dealer for warranty
work and the expense of returning it back to the owner after repair or replacement will be paid
for by the owner. Page Warranty Exmark, within the prescribed time, the enclosed warranty
registration card. The sole liability of Exmark with respect to this warranty shall be repair and
replacement as set forth herein. Exmark shall have no liability for any other cost, loss or
damage, including but not limited to, any incidental or consequential loss or damage. This
manual is also suitable for: Turf tracer tt18kc Turf tracer tt22kc Turf tracer tt19ka Turf tracer
tt23kc. Print page 1 Print document 44 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Facebook Twitter
YouTube. My Account. Exmark Parts by Model. Exmark Parts. Exmark Parts for sale by
authorized Exmark dealer since , we guaranteed to always provide original parts at a fair price.
We stock a large inventory of fast moving parts and ship all parts within two business days. We
offer a variety of ways to buy parts, you can shop online by category or model. To ensure
accuracy we offer Exmark Parts Diagrams by exact model and serial number or you may call
into our knowledgeable staff at with any questions you may have. Mower Blades. Pulleys and
Sheaves. Control Cables. Spindle Assemblies. Idler Assemblies and Parts. Anti-Scalp Wheels.
Caster Assemblies and Parts. Air Filters. Engine Oil Filters. Hydraulic Oil Filters. Fuel Filters.
Oils and Lubricants. Bushings and Sleeves. Hydro Pumps. Wheel Motors. Hydraulic Parts.
Transmission Parts. Discharge Chutes and Parts. Belt Covers and Guides. Handles Controls
and Levers. Batteries and Accessories. Ignition Parts. Fuel Tanks and Parts. Mufflers and Parts.
Brackets Plates and Mounts. PTO Clutches and Parts. Brake Assembly Parts. Wheel Hub
Assemblies. Drive Wheels. Join the MuttonPower. Online Payments. Are you sure want to Finish
Order? Yes Cancel. Session Alert! Continue Session. Discontinue Session. Jacks works best
with JavaScript enabled Learn More. Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship.
Order Status Get Support open Type a Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping.
Order Status. Get Support open See: Ariens exploded parts diagrams. Honda Horizontal
2003 saturn l200 fuel pump
ford territory fuse box layout
nissan murano fuse box diagram
Engines. Honda Vertical Engines. Kawasaki Horizontal Engines. Kawasaki Vertical Engines.
Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler Vertical Engines. Help with Jack's Parts Lookup. JavaScript
Disabled - Unable to show Cart. Parts Lookup - Enter a part number or partial description to
search for parts within this model. Options Add to Cart. Flat Washer. Flange Nut. Cotter Pin. Ball
Bearing. Pulley Spacer. Flanged Idler Pulley. Flat Idler Pulley. Control Nut. Extension Spring.
Carr Screw. Carr Bolt. Belleville Washer. O RING. Spherical Bearing. Single Lip Seal. Grease
Fitting. HH Screw. NUT HF. Slotted Hex Nut. Spring Washer. PTO Switch. Internal Tooth Washer.
Interlock Switch. Hold Down Bolt. Lock Nut. KEY Apply anti-seize compound to engine
crankshaft, pulley hub I. O Ring. Exhaust Gasket. HHF Screw. Shoulder Bolt. Roller Bearing.
Seal Guard. Taper Cone Bearing. Caster Seal. Deck Bushing. Grease Cap. Grease Seal. Hose
Clamp. Hex Head Screw. Wheel Stud. Lug Nut. Hydro Reservoir Cap. Cap Gasket.

